
UNIV/HNRS/PSC-392/492 Final Exam one hour Name_______________________   

Two pages of writing – less than 1000 words please, and please make it legible for me. 
Thanks! 

In order to receive credit, please answer the question (that is don’t change the question), 
and draw from the class discussions, projects, readings, assignments, interventions. 

1. After the US preliminary elections, you are granted to speak for 5 minutes before 
the final nominees: Candidates Sanders and Trump. Your goal is to promote your 
development model and advise them of a good policy that will benefit the worlds’ 
poor as well as US citizens. What are you going to say? 
 

2. We had several speakers: Bhoj Rai (US Peace Corps Recruiter), Steph Fellows 
formerly of Journeyman International, Peter Teller (AID Africa), Roger Burton 
(former international business consultant), Dylan Robertson of PolyPonics (at the 
SEF), Pete Schwartz formerly of Guateca, and Pete Schwartz of 1441 Iris St (you 
visited his house). Pick one of these speakers and describe their development 
model, and using references from class material, describe why this development 
model works or doesn’t work, or why you agree or don’t agree.  
 

3. I’d like to know why you think development so difficult. The world been working 
on development since the end of WW II with dubious results. Please state why you 
think projects often fail, while providing at least one example we’ve studied, but 
preferably two examples. Then state how this awareness of failure might inform 
your project, so as not to repeat this failure? 
 

4. Give an example of a development project, or technology introduction that you find 
to be particularly successful in helping people.  State why you find it successful. 
How might this “success” inform your project toward a similar success? 
 

5. How did this class change your view of our place in the world and how you 
function in our everyday lives? 

 
 


